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F

or several years, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) has been
calling for SATCOM flexibility and interoperability. Indeed, in 2017,
DoD tapped Hughes for a study to help assess the ideal hybrid
SATCOM architecture and how diverse systems can work together. Hughes,
based on experience with satellite networking for critical infrastructure
operations, recommended that DoD pursue a SATCOM strategy that
supports interoperability for wideband government applications to enhance
communications infrastructure and reduce acquisition and operations costs.

Now, just three years later, DoD has the key to unlocking the resilient
networking they need to deliver on their missions, regardless of service
provider, equipment manufacturer and geography. What’s more,
operators of critical infrastructure worldwide can now implement
modern, resilient solutions.
Introducing the Hughes Terminal Management Agent (TMA)
Hughes TMA makes networking resilient. Agnostic with regard to provider
and manufacturer, TMA automates functions that used to require
lengthy and often dangerous field visits. Based on DoD Flexible Modem/
Terminal Interface standards, which Hughes helped design to support
interoperability and flexibility across diverse terminal resources, TMA
delivers the ultimate in SATCOM flexibility, ensuring resilient networking for
land, aero and maritime communications.
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At the end of the day,
anyone who’s using satellite
communications doesn’t
really care where that
information comes from.
They really want to know
that when they need to use
their radio they can use it,
and if there’s somebody
trying to counter them using
that radio, that there’s an
ability for them to pivot to an
alternative communications
mechanism, because what
they care about is getting
their message across.
— Lt. Gen. Bill Liquori,
September 9, 2020
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The Hughes Terminal Management Agent (TMA) powers autonomous satellite terminal control
for increased resiliency across diverse modems, services, satellites, and service providers.

Hughes Terminal Management Agent
Based on an Artificial Intelligence (AI) rules engine, the Terminal Management Agent (TMA) from Hughes
is a ground-breaking, custom-developed software feature within a satellite terminal that interconnects
seamlessly with various satellite modems, regardless of manufacturer or satellite system. Powering the
ultimate in SATCOM flexibility, TMA overrides stove-piped systems to enable user access to diverse
platforms from a single terminal – ensuring the reliability and expediency that are essential for defense
resilient networking.
Resiliency – Two Orders of Magnitude Improvement in Decision Making
TMA is a transformational software technology, inspired by the industry-leading commercial SD-WAN
product from Hughes, and augmented with an AI rules-engine for flexible adaptation for defense
needs. Instead of manual reconfigurations which can require hours and days of coordination, TMA
can orchestrate within seconds and minutes. TMA can command terminal modems and antennas
automatically based on mission needs specified as executable policies that cover: spectrum priority,
spectrum availability, waveforms, networks and operational environments.
With a small software footprint, TMA can be hosted on a terminal computer Virtual Machine (VM) or a
small dongle. The software can send and receive RF, device, and cyber monitoring data to and from a
management system and is compatible with modern, open enterprise management architectures.
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Management and Control – Compatible with Modern Enterprise Approach
TMA is fully compatible with modern enterprise
management and control architectures
and can interact with the Global Network
Operations Center (GNOC) over an intermittent
channel. TMA autonomously orchestrates
various resources, based on mission/service
planning policies from the GNOC, to achieve
service efficiency, priority and assurance
objectives. With local decision-making, TMA
benefits from the GNOC’s global guidance in
the use of specific satellites, service providers,
and resource pools. TMA also collects
and provides useful situational awareness,
including RF, equipment and cybersecurity
data that informs analytics and machine
learning for future policy refinement.
Cybersecurity – Plug-in Modules for IPS/IDS
TMA uses a Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) Intrusion Prevention/Intrusion Detection (IPS/IPD)
software appliance that monitors traffic transported by each terminal modem via the common Layer
2/Layer 3 packet switch under TMA control. The IPS/IDS software appliances provide packet-level
policing, filtering, and control in both directions (from and to the user network) under guidance from
Global Network Operations Center (GNOC)-based policies.
Anti-Jamming – Rapid Switchovers
With threats to critical communications networks on the rise around the world, TMA adapts to
evolving landscapes and brings security measures to the network edge for both monitoring and rapid
orchestration. TMA fortifies terminals against localized jamming by enabling automated and rapid
switching among different modems, satellites, and services.
Situational Awareness – Data for Machine Learning and Data Analytics
TMA monitors various terminal components, collects data and forwards it to the GNOC for global
optimization based on data mining and analytics, including:
•

Health monitoring of various terminal components and functions

•

Signal and noise measurements to assess purposeful and accidental RF interference

•

User traffic data rates, packet loss and delays

•

Cybersecurity incidents and malware activities
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Bandwidth and Cost – Benefit from HTS Satellites
TMA allows critical application domains to leverage highly cost-effective High-Throughput Satellite
(HTS) services which can coexist (with the use of an HTS modem providing managed service in a
TMA-equipped terminal) with other mission specific modems and service providers.
Terminal Modernization – Highest Returns with Simple Software Upgrade
The military typically uses different types of terminals for aeronautical, land, and maritime applications.
Equipped with auto-pointing—and, often, auto-tracking—antennas, these terminals can be modernized
easily and cost-effectively with TMA to roam automatically across multiple service providers, by using
their respective modems—and leveraging HTS services.
AI Rules Engine – Autonomous Decision Making at Edge
Using an AI rules engine, TMA provides autonomous decisions based on performance, cybersecurity
and fault data from terminal components and surrounding conditions. Covering areas such as terminal
state determination, cybersecurity-related sensing, jamming assessment, satellite handover, and modem
handover, executable rules formulate knowledge and parametric reasoning that traditionally field
engineers have used for any terminal reconfiguration.
To continuously refine the rules, the GNOC processes situational awareness data from the TMA, using
pattern recognition, data analytics, and machine learning techniques. The TMA can execute these
rules even with an intermittent terminal management channel (either in-band or out of band).
How a rules-engine monitors terminal state and uses rules in decision making:

Policy Rule Engine (Terminal Modem Agent)
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Some examples of these rules include:
Rule Attributes
Terminal Rules

Description

Parametric Values

Transport Service

Described by SLA (data rate, packet loss,
delay, availability)

Service ID

Cyber State

Condition of the packet processing part of a
specific modem as reported by monitoring
the packet switch

Normal, Affected, Unusable

Terminal/
Modem State

Terminal/modem level state with respect
to service, power, and operational status

Switched on, Switched off, In service,
Out of service, Standby, Idle

RF Link State

Condition of specific satellite RF link
(deduced from monitoring RF)

Normal, Affected, Jammed, Attenuated,
Unusable

Roadmap – Compatible with Future LEO & MEO Constellations
TMA will be enhanced to control multiple antennas for concurrent use across services in order to manage
load-balancing and traffic prioritization objectives and support Non-Geostationary Satellite Orbits (NGSO),
including both Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) and Low Earth Orbit (LEO) constellations. A fully digital design
with Field Processing Gate Arrays (FPGA) will support multiple modem waveforms with reduced Size,
Weight and Power (SWaP).
The Hughes Terminal Management Agent is ready today for aero and terrestrial applications. For more
information, visit government.hughes.com or email globalsales@hughes.com.
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